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A study was made of the kinetics of the spectral distribution on nonequilibrium acoustic
phonons injected into a thin ( -2X l o p 3 cm) semiconductor from a metal film (of thickness
=: 1000-2000 b;) excited by a short laser pulse ( z l o p 8 sec). After injection the initial phonon
spectrum in the semiconductor was not in equilibrium. The deviation from the Planck
distribution function was manifested by a considerable weakening in the high-frequency part of
the spectrum. It was found for the first time that this non-Planck distribution function was
retained for up to several microseconds, which was much longer than the energy relaxation
time of the system estimated allowing for possible return of phonons to the metal film. The
observed effects were explained on the assumption that the metal-semiconductor interface was
not ideal. A study was made of the spatial, spectral, and time dependences of the number of
nonequilibrium phonons in the semiconductor when superfluid, liquid, or gaseous helium was
used in a thermostat and the degree of heating of the metal film was varied. The results
obtained were a demonstration of the dominant role of heat transfer to helium in large-scale
long-term evolution of the nonequilibrium phonon distribution compared with the diffusion of
phonons along a sample and the processes of energy relaxation in the system.

One of the central tasks in the physics of the condensed
state is the study of the kinetics of phonon systems. ' Evolution of a nonequilibrium phonon distribution itself has a
number of special features. However, equally interesting is
the problem of how a particular nonequilibrium is established. Nonequilibrium acoustic phonons (which will be the
subject of our investigation) may be created in condensed
media by a variety of methods.' A thermal generator is used
most frequently to create a phonon nonequilibrium in a crystal. The generator is a metal film of thickness d z 500-3000
b; evaporated on the surface ofa semiconductor or an insulator and excited by Joule heating as a result of the passage of a
current pulse or by illumination with a sufficiently powerful
laser radiation pulse. This heats the phonon system of the
metal and nonequilibrium phonons are next injected into the
semiconductor or insulator as well as into the ambient medium (thermostat). The nonequilibrium phonon spectrum in
the semiconductor (insulator) is then governed by the physical processes in the generator, by the conditions under
which phonons cross the interface, by the rate and spectral
dependence of the transfer of heat to the thermostat, and by
relaxation processes in the semiconductor (insulator) sample itself. In the case of strong heating of a phonon system we
can expect changes in the properties of the helium surrounding the sample and this should alter also the phonon kinetics.
In view of this, it would be of considerable interest to
investigate the phonon kinetics of the structures formed
from a metal film and a pure semiconductor sample of small
thickness, in which both impurity and phonon-phonon scattering processes are not very effective; semiconducting properties of the sample make it possible to determine the nonequilibrium phonon spectrum by an optical method. Such an
investigation makes it possible to identify the contribution of
the processes associated with the phonon generator itself
and, in particular, with the characteristics of the metal-semiconductor interface. A system of this kind is also very convenient for the study of the processes occurring at the sample-helium interfaces. It should be pointed out that the
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emission of nonequilibrium phonons into helium under transient conditions and the dependence of its efficiency on the
phonon flux intensity have not yet been investigated sufficiently thoroughly. We have particularly in mind the spectral characteristics of the processes of phonon transfer
across the interface, particularly at high frequencies in excess of 100 GHz. Therefore, in the experiments reported below the situation was complex and an important factor governing the nature of the kinetics was the interface.
We concentrated our attention on the kinetics of nonequilibrium phonons, particularly on the spectral evolution
of their distribution and its dependence on the intensity of
the photon flux under conditions such that the influence of
the interfaces was strongest.
METHOD.
PHONON SPECTRUM

OF THE

We investigated CdS single crystals with a residual donor concentration NZJ5
cm - 3, a residual acceptor concentration NA 5 loL4Cm-3, characteristic dimensions of the
plates 5 X 3 mm, and a thickness of L ~ 2 0 - 4 p
0 . Samples
were grown from the vapor phase and the hexagonal c axis
was in the plane of the plate; the outer surfaces of a plate
were perfect natural growth planes. A metal film of tin was
evaporated in
Torr vacuum on substrates kept at 50100°C and the rate of evaporation was 10-100 b;/sec. The
diameter of the Sn film on a sample was D,=0.5-1 mm.
Samples were placed in a helium cryostat operating in the
range of temperatures To corresponding to liquid He ( T o
= 1.3-4.2 K ) , and also to gaseous He ( To = 4.2 K ) . The
temperature was always kept constant to within 0.05 K. The
metal film was heated by a nitrogen laser pulse of r , 10
sec duration characterized by a power density (allowing for
the reflection coefficient) amounting to lo2-lo4 W/cm2.
The spectrum of nonequilibrium acoustic phonons injected into a sample from the metal film was determined by
an analysis of the phonon-induced changes in the lumines-
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cence of exciton-impurity complexes. We studied the luminescence spectra of excitons localized at acceptor impurities
(line I, according to Ref. 3). We also recorded two signals:
the luminescence spectrum of exciton-impurity complexes
under equilibrium conditions in the phonon system at
T = To and the difference luminescence spectrum, formed
as a result of modulation of the phonon distribution function
by nonequilibrium phonons injected to a sample. We shall
discuss how to reconstruct the distribution function of
acoustic phonons, knowing the spectral distribution of the
intensity of the difference luminescence due to emission processes involving participation of acoustic phonons.
First of all, we note that in the case when radiative recombination involving acoustic phonons is governed by onephonon processes," the intensity of the difference luminescence (Stokes band S@,(v,At), anti-Stokes band
- a@,, (v,At) ) may be linked to the nonequilibrium part of
the phonon distribution function SN(v, At) by the relationship

where V, is the probability of the anti-Stokes interaction of
electron-impurity complexes with phonons of energy hv
(Ref. 4) ( h v s h = E - E,; E, and E are, respectively, the
values of the photon energy corresponding to the zerophonon luminescence line and of the running value of the
photon energy ); At is the delay time between the moments of
phonon injection and recording of the difference optical signal; k(I, ) is a coefficient dependent on the probability of
radiative recombination localized at an impurity center with
an e-h pair, and also dependent on the light intensity I = I,
governing the concentration of the excited centers;
a = a [SN(v, At), To] is the nonequilibrium value of the
Debpe-Waller factor. The expression for a obtained using
the results of Ref. 4 can be represented as follows:

sf = J

{V, (v') GN (v', At) +V,, (-v') GN (-v', At) )dvf,

-m

N(Y,At)=NTU(~)+SA7(~,
At),

N,(, ( v ) is the equilibrium phonon distribution function. We
can determine SN (v, At) if we know the dependence
V,, (v), and also the values of k and a . A method for the
experimental determination of nonequilibrium occupation
numbers was proposed in Ref. 3 (and used subsequently on
many occasions-see, for example, Refs. 2 and 5 ) ;this method is based on the relationship

nescence should be the same in recording the dependences
S@,, (v, At) and @, (v) : I, = I2; b) the values of the factor
a are the same for equilibrium and nonequilibrium cases; c)
the wings @, ( v ) and @,, ( v ) are due to one-phonon processes; d ) the probability of the processes involving absorption and emission of phonons is the same: Y, ( v ) = V,, (v).
The equality of the intensities I, and I, is usually quite easy
to ensure by the use of modulation methods. In the case of
the other factors, their influence may be very considerable
and requires separate discussion. For example, a sensitive
indicator of the equality of V, (v) and V,, (v) is

60,(v, At) =ti@,, (v, A t ) .
We observed experimentally a number of special features
indicating
particularly in the Stokes part of the
at least at first sight that the proposed simple model does not
represent properly the real situation. We have in mind principally the observed asymmetry of the Stokes and antiStokes parts of the spectrum of the difference luminescence,
as well as the deviation from the laws of conservation of the
areas under the spectra of electron-vibrational transitions.
Hence, we may suggest that the formation of the observed
luminescence wings may not be due to just one-phonon processes but due to multiphonon processes and even the processes not associated with the electron-phonon interaction.
A similar complex situation occurs to a greater or lesser extent also in other cases (see, for example, Refs. 5 and 8 )
when electron-vibrational luminescence bands of bound
electron states are used in phonon spectroscopy. It is also
very important to note the difference between the DebyeWaller factors in the case of equilibrium and nonequilibrium
cases, but this difference does not allow us in principle to find
the absolute values of nonequilibrium occupation numbers
with the aid of Eq. (3). Therefore, the method for the determination of the nonequilibrium phonon spectrum based on
Eq. ( 3 ) and described above is strictly speaking not universal. We therefore investigated the characteristic features due
to the electron-phonon interaction in Cols (Ref. 9). According to the conclusions reached in Ref. 9, the absence of symmetry between S@, (v) and 6@,, ( v ) is due to the presence in
the Stokes part of the spectrum, measured relative to the
zero-phonon luminescence line of electron-exciton complexes, of a weak zero-phonon luminescence band related both to
a deviation from the distribution of the substitutional impurity in the lattice and to different types of acceptor centers.
On the other hand, the spectral dependences in the antiStokes region do not differ greatly in any of these cases and
are due to one-phonon processes. This makes it possible to
modify the system for the determination of V,, (v) as follows6:

where
where @, (v) is the luminescence signal in the Stokes wing
under equilibrium conditions:
Q,(v) =k(l,)aoV,(v)[NT,(v)+I1IT,+o=J~(J,)aoVs(v)

(a, is the equilibrium value of the Debye-Waller factor at
T = To-see Ref. 4). We can see from Eqs. ( 1) and (2) that
the relationship (3) is satisfied only under the following conditions: a) the intensity of the radiation used to excite lumi747
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NTo*(v)
=[exp (hvlT,') -11

-I,

@as

(v)

is the anti-Stokes luminescence spectrum at temperatures
T,*> T, under equilibrium conditions. The selection of the
value of T,*is not of fundamental importance and it is governed by the requirement that in the range of energies of
interest to us the signal @,, (v) ( T g , should exceed the noise
level. This selection of T,*makes it possible to avoid indeterZinov'ev et aL
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minacy in the values of SN(v, At) calculated from Eq. ( 1) .
In the analysis of the experimental dependences of the difference luminescence we used the data on @,, (v) ( =* at T,*
. "
= 10 K. The range of phonon frequencies accessible to analysis by such a phonon spectrometer was 0.25 meV 5 hv 5 7
meV. The lower limit was set by the width of the zerophonon luminescence line and could in principle become
meV. The upper limit was governed by the width of
the part of the spectrum free of the luminescence due to other impurity centers. It should be noted that a calculation of
SN(v, At) carried out using Eqs. ( 1) and (4) gave only the
relative values of the occupation numbers in view of the difference between the values of a. However, this method utilizing-in contrast to Eq. (3)--only the characteristics of
the anti-Stokes luminescence eliminates possible errors in
the determination of the dependence 6N(v, At).
An independent experimental method for the determination of the phonon spectrum can be based on the relationships

-

y ( v , At)=(D.,(v, A ~ ) I J ( O ) = V , . ( V ) I V (AVt, ) ,

(5)

where J ( 0 ) = k(12)a and @,, (v, At) are, respectively, the
intensity and the maximum of the zero-phonon luminescence line and the intensity of the anti-Stokes luminescence;

FIG. 1. Spectral distribution of the bulkenergy density
of nonequilibrium acoustic phonons in a sample of
CdS: curve 1 and the symbols (0)are the experimental dependences obtained by different methods; curve
2 is the Planck spectrum with T = T,; curve 3 is the
Planck spectrum with T = T,,, and To = 1.3 K. The
inset shows the experimental geometry and the luminescence spectrum in the absence of the effect of nonequilibrium phonons ( a ) and the difference spectrum
induced by nonequilibrium acoustic phonons when the
maximum rate of excitation of the metal film was lo4
W/cm2 ( b ) .

Therefore, an analysis of the difference anti-Stokes luminescence and of the equilibrium spectra recorded at different temperatures can give both the functional dependences
SN(v, At) and the absolute values of the nonequilibrium
occupation numbers. It is important to stress that both
methods used by us give dependences 6N(v, At) which are
practically identical (see the example in Fig. 1) . An analysis
of the experimental dependences allowed us to find the nature of the spectrum SN(v, At) from Eqs. (4) and ( 1); we
then used the above-mentioned identity of the form of the
dependences SN(v, At) determined by both methods to normalize the resultant spectrum SN(v, At) to the absolute values of the occupation numbers obtained from Eq. (5) when
the energy hv is fixed (we selected hv = 1.5 meV).
Although the experiments give the absolute values of
the phonon occupation numbers, the experimental data
could be analyzed conveniently introducing a weighting factor v3 allowing for the relative contribution of a given group
of phonons to the total energy density in the Debye model
(which is definitely valid in the investigated range of frequencies). By way of example, we shall give the spectral
dependences

wherep(v) = 6v2/S3is the density of the phonon states in
SG,~
+ s z 3 ) / 3 ; S,
the Debye model; T3= (s, - 3
= 4.3 X lo5 cm/sec, st,, = 3.35 X lo5 cm/sec,
sr , , c
= 1.8X lo5 cm/sec.
The luminescence due to exciton-impurity complexes
I, was excited on the opposite surface of a sample by using
sec duration from a second nitrogen laser.
pulses of =:
Since the lifetime of exciton-impurity complexes was
TZ
sec (Ref. lo), these experiments corresponded to
quasisteady excitation regimes. The steady-state concentration of exciton-impurity complexes was governed by the rate
of excitation, the concentration of nonequilibrium e-h pairs,
their cross section for binding to an impurity center, and the
concentration of the impurity centers of the relevant type.
Since the diffusion length of free excitons L , did not exceed
( 1-5) X
cm (Ref. 11) and the depth of penetration of

+

We can see from Eq. ( 5 ) that the ratio y is a universal quantitative characteristic governed by the nonequilibrium occupation numbers corresponding to a given energy hv. In turn,
the absolute values of y(v, A t ) obtained for the nonequilibrium case can be associated with the corresponding values of
y(v, To+)obtained from a series of luminescence spectra recorded under equilibrium conditions at various thermostat
temperatures T,*.A comparison of y(v, At) and y (v, T,*)
can be used to find the effective phonon temperature
T,, = T,*, corresponding to a given energy hv
[ y(v, At) = y(v, To+ 1, and the corresponding occupation
numbers:
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the exciting N, laser radiation was cr - ' 10 - cm, under
our conditions such exciton-impurity complexes were concentrated in an excited layer of a crystal with a characteristic
cm. The diameter of the excitation spot
depth 5 L,
on a sample was (5-10) X
cm and the power density in
the spot did not exceed (0.5-1 ) X lo2W/cm2.
The difference luminescence spectrum was determined
by the operation

-

where

denotes the states of the first and second ( I and 11) lasers,
respectively (the laser denoted by I was used to excite the
luminescence and the laser denoted by I1 excited the metal
film; the number 1 corresponds to irradiation of a sample or
film with a laser pulse, and the number 0 indicates the absence of such irradiation); i = 250. The luminescence at the
output of a double diffraction monochromator of the DFS24 type with a spectral slit width of 0.25 meV was recorded
~~
with a time resoluusing a fast E L U - 2 4 photomultiplier
sec. After pulsed analog-digital conversion
tion of 5
the signal was accumulated in the memory of a DZ-28 microcomputer. A program was used to control a step motor in
the monochromator and the moment of ignition of the lasers. A typical number M of the accumulation cycles at a
fixed wavelength was -250. The clock frequency of the
whole apparatus was set by an external master oscillator. In
addition to triggering the system, the master oscillator provided also a triggering pulse for the system controlling the
motor of the mechanical modulator (chopper) which, firstly, automatically divided the repetition frequency of the laser I1 by a factor of 2 and, secondly, in accordance with the
angular position of the chopper disk, selected the voltage
needed to set the sign of the quantity I, (vi, t) occurring in
Eq. ( 6 ) , which made it possible to identify the difference
luminescence and at the same time suppress various perturbations.
FORMATION OF THE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION AND
KINETICS OF NONEQUlLlBRlUM ACOUSTIC PHONONS

In studies of kinetic effects in a nonequilibrium phonon
system the following two aspects are most interesting: the

spatial and spectral kinetics. We shall begin with discussion
of the latter.
Figure 1 gives not only the experimental spectrum recorded at a moment2' At = t, = 3X lo-' sec, but also the
energy spectra corresponding to the Planck distribution at
two values of the temperature T. In one case the value of
T=TmaX was
selected
from
the
condition
fb,,, -h,,,
= 2.83 T,,
(where v,,, is the frequency corresponding to the maximum of the experimental spectrum
d E /dv) . This condition ensures coincidence of the maximum of the corresponding equilibrium spectrum with
hv,,, . Another value of T = TE is selected from the requirement that the area under the d E /dv curve in the case of the
Planck distribution should be equal to the area under the
experimental spectrum, i.e., the total energy of the phonon
system for these distributions should be the same. It should
be noted that since all the spectra are plotted using the same
value of S, they can be compared without allowance for the
error in the determination of this parameter. We can see
from the experimental data that at times At -t, the phonon
spectrum differs considerably from equilibrium. The occupation numbers in the energy range hv- hv,,, , which are of
the order of 0.1-0.5 (in a situation corresponding to Fig. 1
we have SNz0.42) are considerably greater than those corresponding to the maximum of the Planck distribution (of
the order of 0.067). It should be noted that the error in the
determination of SN at v = v,, did not exceed 20%. Turning to the Planck distribution corresponding to the same
total energy of the phonon system (Fig. 1), we note that the
nature of the experimental spectrum can be interpreted as a
considerable reduction in the number of phonons in the
high-frequency region compared with the Planck distribution (Fig. 1) . It should be pointed out that the value oft , is
of the order of the time for ballistic transit of phonons across
the whole semiconductor sample between the surfaces, i.e.,
t, -L /s. Figure 2 shows the spectra recorded at a fixed rate
of pumping of the metal film at different moments (the time
was measured from the beginning of a pump pulse). On increase in t the occupation numbers decrease and the maximum of the energy distribution d E /dv shifts slightly toward
lower energies. The general nature of the spectrum associated with the "deficit" of high-frequency phonons is however
retained. Figure 3 shows the phonon spectra obtained for
different pumping rates. We can see that at t t, the distributiondE /dv differs from the Planck form. Reduction in the
pumping rate alters considerably the total number of phon-

-

FIG. 2. Spectral distr~butionof the bulk energy density
and the spectra of the anti-Stokes luminescence for a fixed
rate of excitation of the metal film I=: lo4W/cm2, plotted
for different delays At relative to the moment of injection
of phonons into a sample kept at To = 1.3 K: a ) At = 30
nsec, T, ~ 9 . K,
3 b) At = 1 psec, T, = 8.6 K; c ) At = 2
psec, T, = 7.6 K ; d ) At = 5psec, T, = 5.1 K; e ) At = 9
psec. The dashed curves represent the Planck spectra
with T = T,.
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FIG. 3. Spectral distributions of the bulk energy density and the
anti-Stokes luminescence spectra obtained for a fixed delay of
At= 30 nsec and different rates of pumping of the metal film ( I o
-lo4 W/cm2, To = 1.3 K ) : a ) I = I , , T E = 9 . 9 K ; b) I=0.1410,
TE~ 6 . K5 ; C ) I = 0.0210, TE=. 3.4 K . The dashed curves represent
the corresponding Planck spectra with T = TE.

ons in a sample, but hardly changes the value of v,,, . We can
summarize these results by as follows.
1) At short times t L /s- 10 - sec the distribution of
nonequilibrium phonons differs considerably from the
Planck distribution with a temperature T = T E .This is unexpected, for example, in the light of the data reported in
Refs. 3, 5, and 12.
2 ) The evolution of the spectrum representing a reduction in the value of d E /dv is observed beginning from the
ballistic transit time of 10 sec right up to 10 - sec.
3) In the process of evolution the non-Planck nature of
the spectrum is maintained.
4) When time is increased (and when the pumping rate
is reduced) the total energy of phonons decreases.
5 ) There is no significant change in the energy hv,,,
when the pumping rate is varied.
The physical picture behind these experimental observations can be provided if we analyze the processes of relaxation in the phonon system. We shall begin with the answer to
the question of whether it is possible to establish a quasiequilibrium in the system under consideration at times t 5 10 - 5
sec. First of all, we note that because of the deficit of highfrequency phonons the processes of attachment should
dominate the establishment of an equilibrium in the phonon
system. The characteristic relaxation time is then naturally
dependent on the nature of the distribution functionL:

-

-

G'

'Kl

-

dkf dk"[N ( k t )-N (k")] F ( k ,k', k") ,

where F(k, k', k") is the probability of the interaction process. We shall also bear in mind that the bulk of the phonons
and the
is concentrated in the frequency interval v-v,,,
form of the spectral dependence deduced from Fig. 1 can be
described quite accurately by the Planck distribution with
T = T,, . The difference between the occupation numbers
discussed above can be allowed for in the calculation of the
integral characteristics if we introduce the factor

(in the case corresponding to Fig. 1, we have 7 ~ 6 . 3 ) .
Therefore, the order of magnitude is

(where rON
is the value obtained in the equilibrium case). As
far as the estimate of rON
is concerned, it follows from the
theory of Ref. 1 that
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where n + m = 5 and the value of m depends on the crystal
symmetry, on the phonon polarization,3' and on the relationship between &iI and T; in the interpolation region
5x11 T such an estimate is fairly rough. According to this
estimate, we find that for

-

h~-T-Tmar

9

-

we have rON 10 - sec. An estimate of roN
for CdS from the
experimental data on the thermal conductivityI3 gives
roil= (1.4X
sec/K)w2 T 3,which corresponds to rON
(2-3) x
sec for w -w,,,
at T = T,,,; this estimate
of rON
can be regarded as an order-of-magnitude estimate. It
is clear from these discussions that the experimentally observed ineffectiveness of the phonon-phonon relaxation at
times 5 l o p 6sec is not in conflict with current ideas.
However, in the investigated semiconductor-metal system we can expect manifestation of a very effective thermalization mechanism associated with phonon-electron processes in the metal film. In fact, since the ballistic transit time
of phonons between the surfaces of the semiconductor sample is relatively short ( 10 sec), compared with the lifetime of a phonon nonequilibrium ( 10 p 5 sec), this system
may be characterized by the return of phonons reflected
from the semiconductor-helium interface to the metal film.
Bearing in mind that the phonon-electron interaction in the
metal is very effective and can be much more important in
the low-frequency range than the phonon-phonon interaction, we can expect a significant influence of the electronphonon processes on the phonon spectrum. In the case of an
arbitrary relationship between the mean free path of phonons in the metal I,, - e (s/w) ( V , / s ) and the film thickness
d, an estimate of the effective phonon-electron relaxation
time of the system gives

-

-

-

-

-z-,

-1

s

-min

L

-

In the case when &iI--,1.5 meV, we have ,?, 3 X 10 sec. However, in this estimate we are assuming that the coefficient kt representing the passage of phonons from the semiconductor to the metal and back again is of the order of
unity. An approximate calculation of the coefficient k, carried out using the theory of acoustic mismatch1' in the specific case of the CdS-Sn interface gives kt 2 0.3. An analysis
of the simplest model in which the value of k, is assumed to
be the same for all the phonons demonstrates that, if kt < 1,
the time needed to establish an equilibrium is governed by
the quantity max(Fph-,, kt-'L/s) and in our case it
Zinov'ev etal.
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amounts to 5 10 'set. It therefore follows that the return of
phonons to the metal film should establish an equilibrium in
the investigated structure already after 5 l o - ' sec; however, this is not confirmed by the experimental results. This
behavior should be attributed to the frequency dependence
of heat transfer (we shall discuss later the influence of the
latter on the phonon kinetics); however, estimates and the
experimental results indicate that this factor begins to have
an influence only after 2 1 psec. Therefore, we can draw the
conclusion that the return of phonons to the metal film is
hindered by some factor. This may happen, for example, if
the thermal contact between the film and the semiconductor
is not established over the whole area of the film, but in
certain narrow regions. This assumption is quite realistic
since thin metal films prepared by vacuum evaporation have
usually a granular structure with granules of the order of the
film thickness16and the semiconductor surface is not wetted
by the metal. On the other hand, if we assume that in the
vicinity of such narrow contacts the metal is largely disturbed so that the elastic scattering of phonons on defects
and dislocations and also on defect clusters becomes important, then-as shown below-we can account also for the
frequency spectrum of the phonons emitted by the film. The
importance of the contribution of the phonon elastic scattering process at metal microcontacts, allowance for which
makes it possible to explain a number of experimental observations, was pointed out by Kulik et a1."
We shall consider the following model which can explain the set of the experimental data reported above. We
shall assume that a metal film of thickness d is deposited on
the surface of a semiconductor and that the thermal contact
between this film and the substrate is established at certain
parts on the film surface with a characteristic diameter a and
the distance between such parts of the surface is Y (Fig. 4).
We shall assume that the mean free path of phonons in a film
in the case of elastic scattering (by defects) I,,,, is much less
than the characteristic length of the inelastic phonon-electron interaction (for electrons the corresponding inequality
is practically always satisfied in the films). In this case the
electron-phonon system of the metal film is described by the
equations

Metal
,,-

FIG. 4. Model of the metal-semiconductor interface.
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where n, = no nt, and N, = N o N L are, respectively,
the distribution functions of electrons and phonons averaged
over a constant energy surface; no and No are the local-equilibrium parts of the functions corresponding to a temperature T = T ( r ) dependent on the coordinates; we then have

D : and D i h are the diffusion coefficients of electrons and
phonons, respectively. We shall assume that the diffusion
length of electrons

is much less than the distance 2 . In this case the transport
of heat in a metal film can be described by the heat conduction equation obtained if we multiply Eqs. ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) by E,
and & and then sum over the electron and phonon states
using the expressions

where C,, and Ce are the phonon and electron specific heats,
and xph and xe are the thermal conductivities; we shall assume here that C,, >) C,, x, >) x,, . [ We are assuming here
that x DC;if

-

-

-

where D, V,d /3 and D,, 5 sd /3, then for 0, 100 K and
T < 100 K the above inequalities are obeyed.]
The initial condition for Eq. (10) will be T = T,
= const (corresponding to instantaneous laser heating to a
temperature T,,, ). In the absence of a thermal contact with
the semiconductor and in the case of negligible (over time
intervals of l o - * sec) heat transfer to helium the boundary condition is V, T = , = 0. Since we shall subsequently assume that a 5 L,, 4 2,
a thermal contact with the sample will be regarded as a point-like sink the efficiency of
which generally depends on the local temperature. In other
words,

-

1.

,

where the integral is taken over a contour surrounding the
sink point (if d 5 L,, the problem of propagation of heat in
a film can readily be shown to reduce to the two-dimensional
case ) .
We can find the function f ( T ) and determine the nature of the frequency distribution of the emitted phonons by
solving the transport equations [see Eqs. ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) ] in the
region of such a contact. The boundary conditions for electrons is V,n, I = o,, = 0. The boundary condition for phonons can be written as follows:

for the regions outside the contact and in the contact, respectively (z = 0, x2 + y2 < a2/4). We shall introduce a coefficient k , representing the penetration of phonons across the
interface (in general, this coefficient may be frequency-dependent). Such a formulation of the boundary conditions
implies that:
Zinov'ev et a1
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a ) the temperature of the metal film is much higher
than the effective temperature of phonons in the semiconductor;
b ) the propagation of phonons in the semiconductor is
ballistic.
An analysis of the equation for electrons gives the following estimate:

quently, the problem of heat transfer from the film reduces
to the solution of the equation

and in the case of the characteristic time for the transfer of
heat to the semiconductor we obtain

n,'/no<min[ V TLD,/T,(Nol/No)
L D ~ ~ /1L<
D ,I.

We shall now derive an equation for phonons which can be
represented in the form

Here, the term proportional to 7,i-L describes the contribution of a local-equilibrium electron distribution function no
and the term I,,-, (No, ni ) gives the contribution of the correction n:. Bearing in mind the above discussion, we can
conclude that the ratio of these terms is large
( 2 L,/LDPh % 1), so that we can ignore the last term in Eq.
( 12). On the other hand, the characteristic scale of the spatial variation of the function No ( T) is greater than or of the
order of L,, %LDph,and the characteristic times of the
changes in T, No, and N are much greater than r,,., . This
allows us to ignore the corresponding spatial and temporal
derivatives, so that we obtain a homogeneous equation

subject to the boundary condition in the region of the contact:

A detailed calculation requires fairly complex computation,
in which the real geometry is used. However, estimates obtained for two limiting cases on the assumption that

yield the following interpolation expression for the partial
phonon flux, which is correct to an order of magnitude:

= nlill{ (..r/4)(l$-nlLop,). ( n d i a ) ( i i n ' / 4 ~ ~ , ),
,,)

Here, and are the values corresponding to characteristic
phonon frequencies Z, which dominate the thermal conducthenn ,in the case when n<3, we have
tivity. If D P , h ~ ~ W
6 -2.83T, whereas in the case when n > 3 , we find that
sri(a=ij)=min(a, d ) ,

so that B p h z smin(a,d)/3, and C = C ( T = %/2.83).
We shall now consider whether this model can be used
to interpret the experimental results. It follows from the experiments that heat is transferred practically completely
from the film to the sample in a time 5; 3 X 10 sec (there is
no increase in the energy of the phonon system during the
observation time). Using Eq. (18) and the assumption that
a 5 d, we then obtain the following restrictions on the parameter of the model:

or ford- 10 - cm, we find that ST,, -, -a; a 2 / Y 22 1/300.
We note that the ratio a 2 / Y 2 governs the relative area of
those parts of the film where a thermal contact is established
with the semiconductor and, consequently, it governs the
probability of the return of phonons to the metal. If this ratio
is sufficiently small, we can account for the ineffectiveness of
the return processes and, therefore, of the absence of thermalization of the phonon distribution by phonon-electron processes in the film. An estimate of the return thermalization
is in fact then obtained from Eq. ( 7 ) if this equatime 7,;
tion is multiplied by a small parameter a 2 / Y 2 . If a2/
Y 2 -10W2,then 7,,,.exceeds
,
sec (at &I- 1.5 meV).
The frequency spectrum of the phonons emitted by the
film is given by Eq. ( 15). Assuming that a 2 / Y 2(< 1, it follows from this equation that during periods longer than
max(2L /s, A t ) but shorter than the characteristic phononphonon relaxation times, the following phonon distribution
is established in a sample:

wherep(w) is the density of the phonon states. Hence, in the
case of the functionf ( T) occurring in Eq. ( 11) we obtain an
estimate

- ( T!a) zPi,cc?~.

Denoting by S T the characteristic scale of the temperature
inhomogeneity and using Eqs. ( 10) and ( 15), we obtain the
inequality

wherep, andp, are the densities of the phonon states in the
semiconductor and in the metal [we recall that the frequencies w are limited from below by the condition
ST,, - ( w ) <min(a,d) .] We can see that the phonon distribution in the sample may differ considerably from the
Planck equation and because of the strong frequency dependence of Dth, we can expect a considerable shift of this
distribution toward lower frequencies. For example, if

In other words, in this system the equalization of the temperature along the metal is much faster than the transfer of
heat to the semiconductor and the inhomogeneity of the
temperature distribution in the film can be ignored. Conse-

we obtain from Eq. ( 19)

I( T )
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use the experimental results to show that in the case of the
investigated phonon generator, we have
ST~~-~'(O
1.5
- meV/fi)

FIG. 5. Dependences of the bulk energy density E, of the effective temperature of a nonequilibrium phonon distribution T,, of the characteristic
heat transfer time At,,, (open circles), of the heat flux F to the thermostat
(black symbols), and of the value of q on the rate of excitation relative to
1, =: lo4 W/cm2. The thermostat was superfluid He4.

and if h < Tm, then

in contrast to the dependence d E /dm a w2, typical of the
Planck distribution). Low-frequency cutoff of this dependence occurs at frequencies wli, defined by the condition

below which we have I, aw2. Therefore, if n > 2, the frequency dependence ofdE /dm corresponding to Eq. ( 19) has
a maximum at w -w,,, . If Tm> hli,/2.83 the position of
this maximum should not depend significantly on Tm,i.e., it
should not be greatly affected by the pumping rate I.This is
precisely the behavior which is exhibited by the experimental data in Fig. 3. A reduction in I results primarily in a
reduction of the occupation numbers N(v,,, ), where

It follows from the theory that such a dependence can
be expected up to values Tm iiqi, /2.83. At lower generator temperatures the frequency dependence of the efficiency of the transmission of phonons to the semiconductor
sample becomes unimportant:

-

cm.

Unfortunately, because the experimental values of the ratio
Tm/hli,
are not very high, a reliable estimate of the power
exponent n on the rph
- (a)is not possible. Therefore, our
model reflects the main qualitative features of the processes
of penetration of phonons from the generator into the sample which have been observed experimentally. It should be
noted that certain difficulties have been encountered in explaining the inefficiency of the processes of phonon return to
the metal if the metal-semiconductor interface is assumed to
be homogeneous. This inefficiency can then be related to the
existence of a "passive" group of phonons in the semiconductor sample because the penetration of such phonons to
the metal is unlikely. Some of the observations supporting
the formation of such a group include focusing of phonons in
the sample, the difference between the phonon spectra of the
sample and film, and the absence of a transverse rigidity of
the metal-semiconductor interface. However, it is not possible to develop a self-consistent model without invoking some
particular concepts which are to some extent artificial.
For example, a metal generator creates a non-Planck
distribution of phonons. As pointed out above, in the lowest
approximation such a distribution can be described (at least
) by
in the case when n > 3 or at temperatures Tm5 hli,
two parameters: the most probable phonon energy
h,,,
= 2.83Tmax and by the ratio q = N(w,,, )/
No(wmaX
, T,, ). For clarity, we shall estimate also the temperature T, of the Planck distribution to which a given nonequilibrium distribution would relax if only phonon-phonon
processes take place in the system (Fig. 1). Clearly, the order of magnitude is given by the relationship TE a T,, 71'4.
On the other hand, the value of TE corresponding to the
initial moment may be related to the total energy E received
from a laser pulse:

The experimental values of TE and q are plotted in Fig. 5 as a
function of the pumping rate I. We can see that the dependence TE (I)is described quite well by the I'" law. On the
other hand, if 7, lo-' sec, I- lo4 W/cm2, S-2.4X lo5
cm/sec, and L 2 X 10 - sec, we find from Eq. (20) that TE
10 K, which again agrees well with the experimental results. Finally, we shall estimate the temperature of a thermal
generator in the form of a metal film:

-

-

-

-

so that for TE 10 K we have Tm-31 K (here, 9, is the
average velocity of sound in a metal which amounts to
1.87x 10' cm/sec for Sn) when the thickness of the Sn film is
d z lo-' cm.

Figure 5 shows the experimental dependences of the ratio

PHONON PROPAGATION IN A SEMICONDUCTOR PLATE.
HEAT EXCHANGE WITH THE THERMOSTAT

on I;we can see that this is described quite satisfactorily by
the law 7 a I, which follows from Eq. ( 19). In turn, we can

The spatial and temporal evolution of a nonequilibrium
phonon distribution created in a semiconductor sample by a
thermal generator is determined by three factors:
a ) phonon-phonon processes;
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confirmed also by the kinetics of the signal of the difference
luminescence represented by the zero-phonon line SI,,,
(Fig. 6), governed by the total number of phonons per unit
volume of the sample. The inset at the top of Fig. 6 shows the
relative positions, on the time scale, of the pulses representing excitation of the metal film ( 1) and the leading edge of
the zero-phonon luminescence line SI,,, ( 2 ) ; for clarity, the
pulse ( 1 ) is represented with its polarity reversed. A comparison of the parameters of these pulses shows that the durations of the edges are not significantly different, reflecting
the ballistic nature of the propagation of phonons across the
CdS sample. On the other hand, the time separation between
them Atfi is 15 nsec, i.e., it is of the order of the ballistic
transit time L /s. The fall of the signal SI,,, becomes significant already for t > 30-50 nsec. We can therefore conclude
that the propagation of phonons across the sample is basically ballistic and the processes of inelastic scattering by impurities and defects are not important in CdS. The motion along
the sample is of diffuse nature because of the diffuse reflection of phonons by the surface; the diffusion coefficient is
estimated to be

-

Doph
zs2L/3;
10" sec
FIG. 6 . Time dependences of the difference luminescence at the wavelength of the zero-phonon line obtained for different rates of pumping of
the metal film: a ) I = I,; h ) I = 0.141,; c ) I = 0.021,; I , lo4 W/cmZ,
L = 3X
cm, superfluid He4 used as the thermostat. The inset at the
top shows the shape of a laser pulse exciting the metal film ( 1 ) and the
signal representing the difference luminescence at the zero-phonon line
wavelength. The inset at the bottom of the figure shows the shape of the
pulse b on a scale enlarged ( X 10) along the t axis.

--

b ) phonon diffusion along a sample (spreading of a
cloud of phonons initially localized in the region of their
injection with a characteristic diameter 9);
C ) heat transfer representing the loss of phonons to the
thermostat kept at a temperature To (our experiments were
carried out in superfluid He with To = 1.3 K, in liquid He
with To = 4.2 K, and in gaseous He with To = 4.2 K ) .
First of all, we note that in accordance with the experimental evidence (Fig. 2 ) the temporal evolution of the
phonon distribution for times in excess of 30 nsec is accompanied by a reduction in the total energy of the phonon system. It follows that up to 5 L /s-30 nsec practically all the
injected phonons reach the rear surface of the semiconductor crystal (where they are detected). This conclusion is
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wherep is the parameter representing the specularity of the
reflection by the surface; in the case of specular reflection we
havep = 1, in the case of the completely diffuse reflection we
find that p = 0.
In the case of heat transfer this factor may, in particular, affect the nature of the phonon spectrum: it is known
that an increase in the phonon energy increases the probability of their transfer to helium.'* This may favor retention of
deviations from the Planck distribution also after longer
times.
We shall now consider the experimental results obtained in a study of phonon propagation along a semiconductor film. Figure 7 shows the time dependences of the difference luminescence signal at the wavelength of the
zero-phonon line recorded at two points separated by a distance of -0.5 mm under different external conditions (superfluid helium, liquid helium, and gaseous helium). It is
clear from the experimental results that the pattern is qualitatively similar in all cases: the transport of phonons along
the film by diffusion is demonstrated clearly and the change
from superfluid to gaseous helium increases the delay of attainment of the signal maximum at points with the coordinates x = 0.5 mm and y = 0 when the rate of excitation of
the metal film is kept constant. We shall now consider the
nature of the phonon spectrum in these cases. It is clear from

4to

L,k-,

FIG. 7. Time dependences of the difference luminescence at the wavelength of the zero-phonon line recorded at two points when nonequilibrium phonons
were detected: x = 0 (upper curves) corresponds to
the region opposite the center of the metal film and the
other point is at x = 0.05 cm (lower curves); t o is the
moment of excitation of the metal film and t , is the
time corresponding to the maximum of the dependence I,,, ( t ) at the point x = 0.05 cm; I z 0 . 1 4 X lo4
W/cm2. Thermostat: a ) super fluid He4at To = 1.3 K;
t. lo6,sec b ) liquid He4 at To = 4.2 K; c ) gaseous He4 at To
= 4.3 K .
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Here, the quantity 8, determines the phonon lifetime in a
crystal (ig the case of loss of phonons to the thermostat ); the
operator I,,
allows for the transfer of energy along the
spectrum because of phonon-phonon processes: this operator can be ignored for times t < 7,. An analysis of Eq. (22)
fort > T, can be simplified if we multiply this equation by h
and integrate with respect to w, which gives the heat transport equation

_,,

where

and the function F describes heat transfer. The solutions of
Eqs. (22) and (23) are easily obtained in the case when they
reduce to linear equations with constant coefficients. This
can be done in the case of Eq. (22) if t < T, and if 8, is
independent of N,; in the case of Eq. (23) such a simplification is achieved if F = DQ, where p = const (which is true,
in particular, if Dw = const). We then have
Sov. Phys. JETP 65 (4), April 1987
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Fig. 8 that a reduction in the rate of transfer of heat to the
thermostat has two effects: firstly, the absolute values of the
phonon occupation numbers increase in the region of x = 0
and y = 0 after a long time; secondly, when the sample is in
contact with liquid and gaseous helium the relative number
of high-frequency phonons begins to increase with time. It
should be pointed out that the absolute values of d E /dv obtained for large values o f t and also in the peripheral parts of
the crystal film are comparable (see Figs. 2, 3, and 8) with
the values expected on the basis of the Planck distribution.
Unfortunately, the smallness of the signal does not make it
possible to analyze the subscript and kinetics of the phonon
nonequilibrium in such cases. The results obtained demonstrate definitely a significant influence of the transfer of heat
on the large-scale kinetics; moreover, we shall show that
these results can be used to obtain a number of quantitative
estimates.
We shall now consider in greater detail the experimental results on the large-scale kinetics. Phonon propagation
along a film can be described by the following two-dimensional diffusion equation:

755

FIG. 8. Spectral distributions of the bulk energy
density obtained using different thermostats: a ) superfluid He4at T = 1.3 K ; b ) liquid He4at To = 4.2
K ; C ) gaseous He4 at To = 4.3 K ; I - 0 . 1 4 ~lo4

[-

(x-x') 2+y'2
4Dophf
d ~ dy',
'

]

wheref=N, o r f = Q a n d p = f l , o r P = O . Wecaneasily
see that df /dt < 0 at x = 0; ifx#O,the dependencef ( t ) may
be nonmonotonic and if the point x is outside the excitation
spots, the maximum is given by the following order-of-magnitude condition:
(25)

t , , , ~(1/4pZ+xZ/4D,php)
'h-1/2!3,

i.e., if x2/Dfjh< 1/P (when heat transfer is unimportant),
we have
tmax~~'/4Do'~,

whereas if 1/4P4x2/D fjh,then

In reality however the nature of heat transfer may~.
depend on
the degree of heating of the sample, i.e., P, may be a functional of N, and p may depend on Q. In particular, in the
case of liquid helium the heating of a sample may alter the
properties of helium near the surface of the sample. In accordance with Eq. (24), we note that i f 8 = const, then the time
dependence of the luminescence intensity cannot be affected
significantly by the pumping rate. It therefore follows that
the experimentally observed change in the time dependence
ofthe intensity SI,,, due to a change in I (Fig. 6 ) is evidence
of the dependence of the time representing the loss of excitons to the thermostat on the degree of heating (this is at
least true of the superfluid-helium thermostat). The nonlinear nature of the heat transfer kinetics makes it much more
difficult to analyze quantitatively Eqs. (22) and (23). If this
nonlinearity is important, then estimates of the type given by
Eqs. (24) and (25 ) are valid only when a certain characteristic value o f 8 can be defined, for example, during the initial
stage of the process for times shorter than 5 g2/4D, 8.
We shall now consider the qualitative conclusions that
follow from the experimental data presented in Fig. 7. First
of all, we note that the maximum characteristic time of the
decay of the signal At,,, (which is determined by the total
number of phonons per unit volume of the sample) is of the
order of lOpsec and it applies in the case when the thermosZinov'ev etal.
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tat is in the form of gaseous helium. (The characteristic time
of any given change will be considered to be the time in
which the signal decreases by a factor of 2.) Hence, we may
conclude that the characteristic time of diffusion spreading
~ ~ Moreof the heated region is t, - g 2 / 1 1 . 2 2 ~10psec.
over, estimates show that the maximum possible value of ID
in the case when 9 lo-' cm, corresponding t o p = 0, is
also of the order of 10 psec. Hence, we can draw the following conclusions: firstly, the value o f p - ' in the case of gaseous helium is considerably greater than 10 psec and the decrease in the number of phonons at the point x = 0 is
governed mainly by diffusion. Secondly, reflection of phonons from the boundaries of a sample is largely diffuse. On the
other hand, the reduction in the time At,,, when a change is
made from liquid to superfluid helium shows that the value
ofp - ' (for a given pumping rate I)in such situations is 5 10
psec and it is heat transfer that determines the phonon lifetime at the point x = 0. Moreover, the presence of a maximum in the time dependence 61zp, at the point x = 0.05 cm
and a shift of this maximum toward shorter times on improvement in heat transfer (Fig. 7 ) are in qualitative agreement with the conclusions stated above.
We shall now estimate the efficiency F of heat transfer
in the specific case of superfluid helium using the data on the
kinetics of SI,,, (Fig. 6). Obviously, the order-of-magnitude estimate is F-E,L /2At,,,, where At,,, is the characteristic decay time of the SI,,, signal (strictly speaking,
SI,,, is more likely to be governed by the number of phonons rather than by their total energy, but the corresponding
difference can be ignored). The total energy density in the
phonon system E, at the point x = 0 can be estimated at a
time t = 30 nsec using the phonon spectra (Fig. 2). The results of such estimates are presented in Fig. 5. An analysis of
these results and a comparison with those obtained from
other experiments, particularly with the behavior of heat
transfer under equilibrium conditions, is complicated by the
circumstance that the change in heat transfer on increase in
the heating rate may generally be associated with two factors:
1) the frequency dependence of the coefficient P,, i.e.,
the change in the transfer of heat on increase in the characteristic phonon energy1';
2) the change in the properties of the heat transfer medium during heating.19
Therefore, the nature of heat transfer should generally
depend on the nature of the phonon distribution function.
We have seen already that in our case the change in the
pumping rate has practically no effect on the characteristic
phonon energy but simply alters the occupation numbers
and, consequently, the total energy of the phonon system
(and, therefore, the parameter T , ) . Consequently, the factor associated with the frequency dependence P , can be ignored in the situation under discussion. As far as the characteristic heat transfer time At,,, is concerned, it follows from
Fig. 5 that it rises almost linearly on increase in the pumping
rate in the investigated range of excitation intensities. This
means that the flow of heat F to the thermostat is not altered
by changes in the pumping rate (Fig. 5). The observed constancy of heat evolution is clearly entirely due to the change
in the properties of the medium near the interface between
the sample and helium. It is worth noting the results of Ref.

-
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19, where bubbles of gaseous helium were observed near the
heated surface under approximately the same excitation
conditions as in our experiments (at pumping rates I - lo2
- lo4W/cm2 in the form of pulses of 10 - sec duration).
In the light of this circumstance we can explain the constancy of F when I is varied by the constancy of the rate of transfer of heat to helium in the course of formation of bubbles in a
thin layer of this liquid near the surface of a crystalI9 when
the vapor formation rate remains constant; the amount of
the vapor which is formed should then increase linearly on
increase in I.

-

CONCLUSIONS

1. The spectrum of nonequilibrium phonons injected
into a semiconductor sample from a thin metal film is shown
to differ considerably from the Planck spectrum. This difference is retained for times up to 1psec and is characterized
mainly by a deficit of high-frequency phonons, as well as by a
very weak dependence of the characteristic phonon energy
on the pumping rate. A model, based on the hypothesis that
the metal-semiconductor interface is not ideal, can explain
the main characteristics of the kinetics of nonequilibrium
phonons in a system of this kind.
2. It is shown that spatial and temporal evolution of the
distribution of phonons after long times is governed both by
the processes of their diffusion along a sample and by the
transfer of heat to the thermostat (helium). A determination of the efficiency of heat transfer to superfluid helium is
reported. It is shown that this efficiency is practically independent of the rate of pumping of the metal film.

-

"In the opposite case the validity of the method is limited to small values
of the occupation numbers SN(v, At) < 1.
''Here and later the experimental spectrum represents the results of
smoothing over 250 points of the experimental frequency dependence of
dE/dv. The smoothing was carried out using the expression
y: = ( 1/4) (y,_ + 2y, + y, ), wherey, is the initial value of the function and y; is smoothed value. The outer points were analyzed using the
formulas y; = (2yn y, y2)/4 and y;,, = (2~250 y249 Y248)/4.
The initial scatter of the points is represented in the graphs by vertical
segments.
3'It should be noted that because of mode conversion as a result of reflection of phonons by the boundaries of a sample, at times t > L /s we have
to allow for the processes which ensure the minimum value of T,, (Ref.
14).
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